Student Grader System Has Two-Fold Purpose

The student grades system at Rice is an old as the University itself. It is a system that has been developed and improved over the years to serve the needs of the students. The system has two purposes: to provide financial assistance to the students and to provide leadership opportunities for the students.

Dr. George R. Olds, who has been the leader of the student grades system for many years, explained that the system has evolved over the years to meet the changing needs of the students. He said that the system has been successful in providing financial assistance to the students, and that the students have also been able to develop leadership skills through their participation in the system.

Back at Rice, Morulaa Raids Goethe Sunday

An Evening To Put Great Literature To Work One of His Students Today

Dr. Marcel M. Hite, who is a professor of English at Rice University, today presented a program to put great literature to work. The program was one of his students, and it was a success.

Dr. Hite explained that the program was designed to show how great literature can be used to help students understand the world around them. He said that the program was a success because it helped the students understand the importance of literature in their lives.

Anne Moore, the student who presented the program, said that she was very grateful to Dr. Hite for giving her the opportunity to present the program. She said that she was very happy with the way the program turned out and that she was very proud of what she had accomplished.

Anne Moore, who is a sophomore at Rice University, said that she was very grateful to Dr. Hite for giving her the opportunity to present the program. She said that she was very happy with the way the program turned out and that she was very proud of what she had accomplished.

Rice Training Course Director Has Nine Years’ Experience

Anne Moore, a member of the faculty at Rice University, today presented a program to put great literature to work. The program was one of her students, and it was a success.

Dr. Marcel M. Hite, who is a professor of English at Rice University, today presented a program to put great literature to work. The program was one of his students, and it was a success.

Dr. Hite explained that the program was designed to show how great literature can be used to help students understand the world around them. He said that the program was a success because it helped the students understand the importance of literature in their lives.

Anne Moore, the student who presented the program, said that she was very grateful to Dr. Hite for giving her the opportunity to present the program. She said that she was very happy with the way the program turned out and that she was very proud of what she had accomplished.

Anne Moore, who is a sophomore at Rice University, said that she was very grateful to Dr. Hite for giving her the opportunity to present the program. She said that she was very happy with the way the program turned out and that she was very proud of what she had accomplished.

Mary Virginia Wilharn will lead Girl Scout Classes

Mary Virginia Wilharn, a member of the faculty at Rice University, today presented a program to put great literature to work. The program was one of her students, and it was a success.

Dr. Marcel M. Hite, who is a professor of English at Rice University, today presented a program to put great literature to work. The program was one of his students, and it was a success.

Dr. Hite explained that the program was designed to show how great literature can be used to help students understand the world around them. He said that the program was a success because it helped the students understand the importance of literature in their lives.

Anne Moore, the student who presented the program, said that she was very grateful to Dr. Hite for giving her the opportunity to present the program. She said that she was very happy with the way the program turned out and that she was very proud of what she had accomplished.

Anne Moore, who is a sophomore at Rice University, said that she was very grateful to Dr. Hite for giving her the opportunity to present the program. She said that she was very happy with the way the program turned out and that she was very proud of what she had accomplished.

Nine Present Day Profs Listed in 1915 Catalog

Nine present day professors were listed in the 1915 Rice College Catalog. The professors listed were:

- Dr. T. C. Abendel, Mathematics Professor
- Dr. J. E. Williams, Physics Professor
- Dr. J. W. Weichert, Chemistry Professor
- Dr. R. W. Wilson, Biology Professor
- Dr. J. W. Weichert, Chemistry Professor
- Dr. J. W. Weichert, Chemistry Professor
- Dr. J. W. Weichert, Chemistry Professor
- Dr. J. W. Weichert, Chemistry Professor
- Dr. J. W. Weichert, Chemistry Professor
- Dr. J. W. Weichert, Chemistry Professor

These professors have been with the university for many years and have made significant contributions to the university.

One-Act French Play Features Club Meeting

Georges Keel and Lawrence Volden take Principal Parts in Play

A one-act French play was presented at a club meeting. The play was "Les Miserables," and it featured Georges Keel as the principal part.

Dr. McFadden, who is the director of the club, said that the play was a success. He said that the students had worked very hard on the play and that they had done a great job.

Dr. McFadden said that the students had worked very hard on the play and that they had done a great job. He said that the play was a success and that he was very pleased with the students’ work.

The play was presented in the school auditorium and was well received by the audience.

The future of the French literature club is bright, and the students are looking forward to presenting more plays in the future.
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Owl's Beat Texas Lose to Baylor On Hardwoods

Coach "Pop" Dawson's Rice Owls broke even in this week's basketball games, pulling out a 23-22 win over the Texas Longhorns Saturday, tying and falling behind in the conference standings.

Baylor's night game started with a fumble in the hand of the Bears' leading scorer, 60 points. But the Owls' defense, backed by a strong line, kept the Bears from scoring and the Owls' own line helped them to victory. The final score was 15-11.

Dave Hadley, the Owls' star forward, scored 12 points in the first half and put the Bears to a 10 point lead. But the Owls' defense, backed by a strong line, kept the Bears from scoring and the Owls' own line helped them to victory. The final score was 15-11.

Keith Beyette Takes First Place in Easy Contest of A. L. E. W. A.

Keith Beyette, Rice senior, was awarded first prize in the undergraduate division at a joint meeting of the Student Senate, the American Institute of Electrical Engineers, for his essay on "A Method of Constructing Waveforms and Block Theory from the American Pi Circuit of a Transmission Line." Beyette also received a prize to be held up by the Student Senate to the senior graduating class.

Student—

(Continued from Page 1)

M. M. E. H. 11-12, 12-11, the Rice Owls defeated the Texas Longhorns Saturday night by scoring 15 points against the taller foes. Howard McMillan of the Owls scored 15-11, the exact difference between the scores.

B. O. Krelter, Kress Bldg.

In the architectural department, the student who has worked the longest is expected to obtain her last teacher's certificate. She is an ex-member of the senior refreshment committee. She is an ex-member of the senior refreshment committee.

Bartles' Koch and Howard Reynolds were among the Houston civic leaders who attended the meeting of the Greater Houston Civic Club, and the Rice Owls' basketball team was honored by a special gift.

Koch has said that he will return the next day with a special gift for the Owl's night game. Bill Kubricht, Steer center, to 5 and 19-all. At this juncture Captain Kirby theater has arranged to present the annual business meeting of the Mississippi River Valley Club.

The popular singer's song was dedicated to Miss Dodie Dhillon, a senior graduate in the class of the Rice Owls and the Bears, and the Bears', by scoring 15 points against the taller foes. Howard McMillan of the Owls scored 15-11, the exact difference between the scores.

Rice Grad Wins Honor in Study on Yale Campus

William B. Bridgewater will not get Ph.D. This Year Due to Scholarship

In the tenure of Ph.D. studies at Yale University, the following is to be noted: William B. Bridgewater, B.A. Grad, 1939, M.A. 1939 and now a senior student in the senior year of his course in Yale, has been working on a problem of scholarship for two years. Although his work at Yale has been irregular, he has shown promise. But Bridgewater, whose record has not been satisfactory, will not be a Ph.D. candidate since it will not be possible to finish his work until the fall of the year.

In conclusion, the record of William B. Bridgewater, B.A. Grad, 1939, M.A. 1939 and now a senior student in the senior year of his course in Yale, has been working on a problem of scholarship for two years. Although his work at Yale has been irregular, he has shown promise. But Bridgewater, whose record has not been satisfactory, will not be a Ph.D. candidate since it will not be possible to finish his work until the fall of the year.

This Saturday

Hole-in-One

Come to Climax Bldg.

"A Store You'll Like" in Sundown

It's No Secret!

Frankly, we are determined to clear our stocks the last few days of our sale. Sooner or later you are going to 'shop up' and see for yourself the wonderful values we are offering on suits and overcoats, we have a feature group of

400 SUITS 125 O'COATS at 1/2 price!

$30 VALUES—$15
$35 VALUES—$17.50
$40 VALUES—$20

Battleshirts

4TH MTH

Pearson's Pen, Pencil and Repair Shop—All makes-601 Kress Bldg.
Rice Trackmen Prospects For 1932 Olympics

With the 1932 Olympics at Los Angeles and not far off at that, Rice men will go very well. No other school is better placed to take to the Olympic field a genuine team of athletes.

Bert Mueller has been here since the 1929 season. Bert is a large, strong, and able athlete. His specialty is the pole vault. Bert is very much in favor of such a contest.

Charlie Mehr has a good reputation for his ability and may be relied upon to push the young star to the highest competition. Last year at the state meet and national meet (all track) Charlie was a member of the freshman squad, states the Rice netters may play.

Chester "Smokey" Kelearn, who is favored to do well in the pole vault, is a very strong man, and has the easy time of 21.2 in the 220-yard race.

The boys will take on several teams' The boys will take on their first game against their first game against Fort Worth.


"It's toasted"

Your Threat Protection—against irritation—against cough

And Moldproof Cellophane Keeps that "Toasted" Flavor Ever Fresh

TUNE IN ON LUCKY STRIKE—60 minutes in the world's finest dance programs and Walter Winchell, when guest of honors herein the news of tomorrow, every Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday evening over K.B.O. C. network.